The aim of the report is the prezentation of news in the 3rd phase of project called Photographic interactive atlas of human body (below Atlas). This phase is realized by a financial support of FRVŠ research grant, just like the previous phase. In the version that is being prepared, remaining two topographic units Head and Neck are solved. Except for chapters of topographical anatomy, study texts of systematic anatomy are being prepred. In the 3rd phase, the readers may appreciate not only new chapters, but also new appearance that should provide easier manipulation with Atlas, upgraded photos of unique shots of Head and Neck anatomic preparations, videoprezentations, tests and other functions. Using of the version being prepared is planned in January 2010. At this time, the version 2.0 is available at www.atlascloveka.upol.cz, also at Mefanet (portal.mefanet.cz) and web pages of Department of Anatomy UP (www.nan.upol.cz).